Annex III: Transcript of feedback provided by RALCEA participants
Positive





To be improved
Reinforcement of the link between PFs and
CEs of the same country and also across the
region
Exchanges on concrete issues to find
solutions though the direct collaboration
The working mechanism created that is now
implemented










Knowledge Exchange between members
Results get from a strong commitment and
effort of the members



The collaborative approach between PF and
CE
Development of a real friendship and
confidence
Identification of a common interest and a
feeling of complementarity.
the formulation of projects and proposals
the methodology to identify concrete
needs and the actors to be involved
Example: Peru with the water resources
management plans where actors have been
identified.
Tailored course to real beneficiaries with
the support of appropriate CE expertise
RALCEA mechanism that transforms
knowledge into actions
Institutional capacity building
Confidence development, basis of the
development of joint activities
Creation of a space of dialogue and
collaboration



































Participative and collaborative space
including multi-disciplinary work and
expertise at continental level
Relationships/exchanges between EU –LA
in particular on conflicts and social aspects
Deeping the concept of PF and CE





The time dedicated the administrative
process is limited=> bureaucracy
Sometime there is a need for institutional
support to provide the necessary time to
RALCEA.
Reinforcement of the communication
mechanism
-Reinforcement of the communication and
work between thematic groups
More funding to implement more
ambitious program
Involvement of the private sector
Expand the number of stakeholder involved
RALCEA sustainability
push for innovative design

Reach a permanent communication
between PFS to discuss experience and
working themes
Improve the external communication in
particular with Facebook and social
networks
Include more LA CEs
Better integration and interaction between
working groups
Formalization of the link between PF (turn
over ) and CE
Create a certification RALCEA?
Improve AQUAKNOW
Adapting the working temes of RALCEA to
the CODIA
Still pending: the sustainability of RALCEA,
how to certify an official CE versus the other
research institutions
The identified needs should be centralized
and answered by the network
Sometimes there is a lack of institutional
support
Lack of communication and interaction
between thematic groups










More is done together
There is confidence between members
The efforts and work provided by RALCEA is
higher than the amount funded by EC
project=>high efficiency
Work steps-by-steps starting from the
demand
The network is more than the sum of
individualities
Identification of synergies between PF and
CEs
Platform of Dialogue unique where
members are committed and enthusiastic.



Proposals and activities are not included in
a clear strategy – global approach






Coordination between thematic groups
Meeting between coordinators
Sustainability?
Reflecting and improving the secretariat
role (to be redefined?)



Reach the local level beyong the local
descicion makers
Include more CEs, networks and actors
Include more themes beyond the 3 current
groups
Improve the coordination
Are we a club??
Maritime areas Teme







Original pictures

